What Is Abundance?

There is reason to be deeply optimistic about the future of the US economy. At the moment, Americans face many headwinds—shortages in labor, housing, medicine, gasoline, fertilizer, baby formula, and microprocessors continue to linger; yet at the same time, the rapid development of vaccines, the resiliency of digital technology and communications, and a history of innovation all point to a bright future.

The lesson of these shortages in post-COVID world is simple: Americans need to build and to create abundance. Abundance means greater economic growth, higher quality of life, and greater environmental sustainability—all at cheaper prices. A future of abundance is not guaranteed, but there is cause for conditional optimism. Meaning that if Congress takes the right steps in important areas, then abundance is within reach. With the right policies in place, America can, and will, succeed.

Americans believe in their ability to achieve abundance. According to the CGO Abundance Poll, Americans generally believe in the power of innovation to achieve big goals. They also believe that governments both facilitate and impede helpful technologies. Three-quarters of Americans believe technology and innovation are good for society, and 39 percent believe technology and innovation will be the primary means through which America will solve the problems of the next 100 years.

However, Americans are also unsure whether the future will be better than the present. A quarter of the American public believes right now is the best time to be alive. Only 16 percent believe it will be better 200 years in the future, and 42 percent are not sure. This means there is an opportunity to cast a better vision for the future.

According to the Abundance Poll, Americans say that Congress (59 percent) and the president (47 percent) are hurting our opportunities for a prosperous future. The most helpful institutions are businesses (38 percent) and colleges and universities (37 percent).

Technology and Abundance

Encourage Competitive Tech Markets

Software companies, including Big Tech, remain key economic drivers, sources for private research and development, and platforms that benefit consumers. They should remain empowered to drive economic growth and provide value to consumers. The economy needs a competitive environment to prevent incumbent organizations from regulating away startups, but Americans are skeptical that a bureaucratic agency can do a better job of regulating online content than platforms themselves. Over half believe social media companies are justified in their content moderation decisions of all kinds, and less than half want the government involved in regulating them.

Improve FDA Approval Processes

Cheap, accessible, effective, and safe medical technologies and services are key markers of abundance anywhere. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) controls access to vibrant sectors of the US economy while keeping consumers safe. According to the Abundance Poll, more than half of Americans want safety to be a focus for the government. They also believe the FDA should conduct safety reviews independently and not accept safety reviews from other countries. This indicates confidence in the FDA when compared with international equivalents.

The FDA has also been slow to act. It is receiving more drug approval submissions than ever, and approval times are taking longer and longer. Shortening approval times while maintaining safety standards would save lives and boost economic productivity. To achieve these goals, CGO researchers recommend the following policy changes for the FDA:
The FDA can shorten review times by allowing post-launch monitoring of drugs. This would permit the FDA to continue to monitor safety after approving new drugs.

Instead of releasing information only on approved drugs, the FDA should also provide information on drugs that were not approved.6

The FDA should be required to estimate costs of time delays in approval processes. For example, the FDA was slower than other countries in approving rapid COVID tests. This policy recommendation would likely alleviate that problem as well as other delays.

To improve approval speeds, the FDA should prioritize safety and reconsider its role in efficacy testing given safe off-label use of many approved drugs.5

Congress should consider amending the Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) process. Section 4 of Public Law 108–276, where the EUA legislation resides, should include directives on how decisions should be made at the FDA to grant an EUA. Increased clarity on the process would eliminate delays when quick, safe deployment of medical technology is necessary.

Make Broadband a Reality for All Americans
Broadband, both wired and wireless, will continue to serve an outsized role in economic growth. It could be both cheaper and ubiquitous without additional government investment. Therefore, affordable and accessible high-speed internet connections should be available for all who want them. To this end, CGO researchers recommend the following:

• The National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) should create a formal process for the government to engage in commercial spectrum transfers. At present no such process exists.8

• Congress should structure a series of hearings to understand how permitting has been expedited in broadband, the gaps that still remain, and the lessons that can be applied to other industries.9

• The FCC should study what would be needed to make the transition toward a voucher system for low-income households.10

Remove Barriers to Transportation Innovation
Transportation speeds have been stagnant since 1958 for both passenger and cargo. Rapid, affordable transportation of people and cargo are core to achieving an abundant economy. The following are ways Congress can spur increased cargo efficiencies and remove barriers to faster passenger travel:

• Create deadlines for the FAA to integrate drones into the airspace.

• To allow supersonic travel once again, Congress could tell the FAA that until it develops a categorical exclusion from NEPA for supersonic flight, it cannot require special authorization for flights exceeding Mach 1 if the aircraft is being operated by its developer and flown between 7 a.m. and 7 p.m.

• Moreover, Congress could require the FAA to allow civil supersonic flights over the United States if their cruise sonic boom is shown to be less than 90 PLdB.

Expand Employment Flexibility
Gig work provides flexibility during uncertain times in the economy. Historical tax data show a trend toward more work in the gig economy between 2010 and 2020, but this has contracted. Congress should ensure that policies are agnostic and do not favor particular industries. The following policies would allow greater expansion in the gig economy:

• Maintain the incentive for traditional employers to offer health insurance plans to their workers and create that same incentive for employers working with independent contractors in the gig economy.11

• Remove the provision of benefits as criteria for classifying workers as employees or independent contractors.

• Reduce or cap the subsidies to employer-sponsored insurance.12

Environmental Stewardship and Abundance
Environmental debates often pit economic growth against environmental health. However, both are essential to provide the quality of life Americans desire. Economic growth can promote environmental health when policies are enacted that encourage innovation and prioritize cooperation over conflict.

The policies outlined below aim to move the United States toward a future of abundant, clean energy and flourishing natural resources. Americans’ confidence in that future is uncertain. According to CGO polling, 54 percent of Americans do not think affordable energy production is likely in the next 50 years. Permitting reforms and electrical grid updates will help enable that future, as will better management of natural resources through proactive wildfire management and collaboration with private conservation actors.

Faster Clean Energy Development Is Possible with Procedural Tweaks
One of the biggest impediments to the clean energy transition is the presence of unnecessary delays due to the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). The act was intended to ensure that the government considers environmental consequences before undertaking a project.13 It applies to all major federal actions, including permits, policies, regulations, licensing, and grants.

However, a law intended to ensure government projects promote environmental health has become a critical bottleneck in developing clean energy projects. Most of the delays from NEPA are caused by Environmental Assessments (EA) rather than Environmental Impact Statements (EIS), but both are intended to determine the environmental impact of a proposed project. EISs
take longer to complete, but there are many fewer of them. On average, about 200 EISs are done each year, while there are nearly 12,000 EAs per year. Most regulatory delays can then be dealt with by limiting the need for EAs, which are a regulatory invention and were not included in NEPA’s statutory language.

An EA is a concise public document prepared by a federal agency with the purpose of aiding the agency’s compliance with NEPA. It is used to support the agency in determining between two outcomes, an EIS or a Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI). If the following rules were changed, the agency could determine whether an EA was necessary to make a FONSI, meaning many delays could be prevented before they emerge. The following two changes would allow an agency to issue a FONSI without going through an EA if it believes there is truly no significant environmental impact:

- “40 CFR 1501.5(a) shall have no force or effect.” This section of NEPA requires agencies to prepare an EA even for “a proposed action that is not likely to have significant effects.” Removing that requirement would still leave in place 1501.5(b), which says that an agency may prepare an EA any time it feels it would be helpful.

- Striking the words “based on the environmental assessment” in 40 CFR 1501.6(a). This allows the agency to prepare a FONSI without first conducting an EA.

These changes would leave NEPA intact, ensuring the government considers environmental impacts in its planning while making it easier for projects to be completed without unnecessary delays and uncertainty.

An even simpler procedural shift could catalyze the development of clean energy on federal land. Categorical exclusions under the Energy Policy Act enable certain oil and gas projects to bypass the NEPA permitting process. This lowers the cost of exploration and development, enabling faster permitting and exploration. If we want to transition to energy from cleaner sources, we should expand these categorical exclusions to give cleaner technologies, like geothermal, the same advantages. Geothermal is a cleaner alternative to oil and gas that in some cases can use the very same wells and has significant skill overlap, providing clean energy jobs for oil and gas workers needing to transition.

Resilient Grids Enable Secure and Affordable Access to Electricity
Investing in the electrical grid is essential to provide Americans with abundant, affordable energy, and to be prepared for the increased electrical demand as more things become electrified.

Much of the existing electrical infrastructure is like having dial-up in an age of broadband. The way we price electricity and monitor energy use has not changed significantly in the last century. A system built to move electricity in one direction must become multidirectional, in part because rooftop solar turns consumers into producers who can sell power to the electrical grid.

Alongside changes in supply, electricity demand has also changed. Smart thermostats make coordination between electricity users automatic and simple. Today, consumers can be called upon to consume less through demand-side programs that adjust a home’s electricity consumption during moments of stress on the electrical grid.

Two changes would bring the electrical grid closer to a modern system reflecting today’s energy generation and consumption capabilities:

- Legislators and utility regulators should work to expand alternatives to state-granted monopolies on electricity provision. As a guide for first steps, regulators can first quarantine the monopoly to the platform on which electricity providers compete.

- Second, the wholesale and retail markets for electricity should be brought together.

Together, these steps will move more of the country toward retail choice. Choice offers more options for consumers and better reflects the realities of electricity provision.

Proactive Wildfire Management Can Improve Human and Environmental Health
Effective management of wildfires will be crucial to maintaining both economic prosperity and ecological resilience in the coming decades as more people move into areas at risk of wildfire damage.

Preventative measures such as prescribed burns and mechanical thinning are essential forest management tools that can help reduce the intensity of and damage from wildfires. Quicker and more effective fire management can be achieved by shortening the environmental review process and partnering effectively with non-federal stakeholders including tribes and private groups. The following are specific suggestions:

- Add preventative fire projects to the list of actions categorically excluded from NEPA. Fire prevention projects are subject to NEPA and the review process generally takes between three and a half to seven-plus years to complete.

Such lengthy procedural requirements often mean that destructive wildfires occur in the areas considered while federal agents wait for an analysis of the environmental impacts of a much smaller, controlled burn.

- Allow Native American tribes to use funds from the Reforming the Reserved Treaty Rights Land (RTRL) program— which currently provides funds to conduct preventative measures on lands adjacent to tribal lands—to also address prevention needs on tribal lands.

- Increase the value of working as a prescribed firefighter by improving job quality for fire crews and reducing unnecessary regulatory barriers that put would-be firefighters out of jobs.
nates in higher per capita income for Americans. Three promising immigration tools to promote abundance are:

• Treating US degrees as work visas for foreign students,

• Expanding the H-1B visa program, and

• Using immigration-generated fees to promote STEM education and retraining for US natives.

Expand Immigration to Boost Entrepreneurship and Innovation

The United States has been a major beneficiary of the talents of people from across the globe. William Kerr’s research shows that from 2000 to 2010, the United States took in many more inventors than the rest of the world. Kerr’s findings are illustrated in Figure 1.

The data show that the United States has long been a place that many want to come to in order to grow their ideas into businesses or as basic research. For example, a team of four economists showed that from 1976 to 2012, immigrant inventors produced 23 percent of all patents in the United States. This is an outsized proportion as immigrant inventors are just 16 percent of all US inventors.32

Part of this effect is because of immigrant students. Economists studying the connections between immigration and innovation show that a one percentage point increase in the population of immigrant college graduates increases patents per capita by between 9 and 18 percent.33 The researchers conclude that a college graduate immigrant will patent twice as much as their native counterpart.

Part of this effect is because of immigrant students. Economists studying the connections between immigration and innovation show that a one percentage point increase in the population of immigrant college graduates increases patents per capita by between 9 and 18 percent.33 The researchers conclude that a college graduate immigrant will patent twice as much as their native counterpart.

Immigrants are also more likely to start businesses than US natives. In fact, they start more small, medium, and large businesses than natives. This extends all the way to the largest companies in the country, the Fortune 500. About half of America’s startups valued at over $1 billion were founded by immigrants.34 The jobs created also pay slightly more than jobs at native-founded firms.35
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Because immigration increases innovation, it improves the living standard of all Americans. Immigration economists estimate that because immigrants increased the number of people working in science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) fields, immigration is responsible for about one-third of America’s economic growth between 1990 and 2010.\textsuperscript{36}

To put immigration’s effect on economic growth into concrete terms, without these immigrants, the native per capita income would have been around 10 percent less in 2010.\textsuperscript{37} Immigrants enrich the lives of natives. This 10 percent estimate is larger than other estimates, but the assertion that immigration boosts per capita GDP is a common finding.\textsuperscript{38} Another study shows that a one percentage point increase in the immigrant population share raises income per person by about 6 percent.\textsuperscript{39}

**Build a Better Pathway for Skilled Immigration to the United States**

Members of Congress interested in using immigration policy to promote abundance have a variety of options. These include:

- Treating US degrees as work visas for foreign students,
- Expanding the H-1B visa program, and
- Using immigration-generated fees to promote STEM education and retraining for US natives.

On the first, the United States makes it difficult for immigrant students to transition to work.\textsuperscript{40} Two primary skilled immigrant programs, Optional Practical Training (OPT) and the H-1B visa are too limited. Foreign students wanting to start a company face either a lottery in the case of the H-1B system or a short timeline of just a few years with OPT. An easy solution to this is to change student visas so that they provide work authorization once a student successfully graduates from a US-based university.

Expanding the H-1B program can also promote prosperity in the United States. The number of annual H-1B visas (85,000) has not kept pace with the US economy. In 2004, the last year the program was adjusted, the US economy was a little more than $12 trillion. In 2021, the US economy was almost twice that size, at $22 trillion.\textsuperscript{41} The United States has effectively cut H-1B visas by almost half, relative to the size of the economy.\textsuperscript{42}

Expanding the H-1B program can be done by simply raising the current cap of 85,000, perhaps doubling or tripling it as members of Congress have already proposed. Or it could be indexed so that it grows as the economy does. An analysis of expanding the H-1B program found that, in particular, low-wage workers benefited because the additional immigration spurred additional job creation. That represented more opportunities for these workers.\textsuperscript{43}

Another option is to remove the cap entirely and apply a labor market test instead. This would replace the cap by emphasizing two existing requirements of the H-1B program: first, that employers look for natives before hiring immigrant workers, and second, that employers continue paying higher wages to immigrant workers.\textsuperscript{44} This would set a merit-based standard rather than a regula-

Expanding the H-1B system also directly supports US natives pursuing STEM. The United States already uses fees related to H-1B visa processing to promote STEM education. From fiscal years 1999 to 2018, H-1B fees were almost $5 billion.\textsuperscript{45} That is about $250,000,000 each year. In February of 2020, the Department of Labor gave $100 million in grants to retrain natives.\textsuperscript{46} American can continue to do this and do more of it by expanding immigration.

A promising option was proposed by Lindsay Milliken and Doug Rand. They propose raising H-1B application fees to account for inflation and using the funds to expand the American Competitiveness and Workforce Improvement fund that promotes research fellowships and training for US workers.\textsuperscript{47} The Department of Labor and the National Science Foundation receive these funds to support STEM education and research by US natives.

Any of these three policies will promote the economic success of the United States. Expanded skilled immigration will promote America’s place as the global leader in technological advancements. It will promote higher per capita incomes and expand job opportunities for the entire country.

**Conclusion**

The goal of reforming environmental, immigration, and technology policies is to ensure that the future is brighter than today. In a world of abundance, Americans have access to the resources and technology they need to live thriving economic lives. The right reforms move the country toward a future in which clean energy is abundant and affordable, all Americans have reliable access to the internet and life-saving drugs, and economic growth promotes flourishing communities and ecosystems.

A majority of Americans are not convinced that someone born in the future will have a better life than US citizens do right now. But no country in the world is better poised than the United States to push forward innovations that will improve life for future generations. The policies listed above will help create an abundant society, one in which Americans can trust that their grandchildren will live a better life.
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